
Security of Tenure - Securing the Clubs Future

Today’s announcement sits nicely within a number of completed and ongoing projects we hope to announce
this summer. This one is a big one and is 3 years in the making.

Delighted to confirm that Mile Oak FC and Brighton & Hove Council have now put pen to paper on a new 25
year lease for Mile Oak Recreation Ground.

Not only is this a ground grading requirement to keep the security of tenure up to date, the extended rights
agreed upon lay the foundations for the future, as Mile Oak FC now takes on the general maintenance of the

playing surfaces. In addition the agreement opens new doors to the future with regards to funding.

The pitch has always been council maintained, however the club has played an active part for many years to
add to their work, which has significantly increased with investment and time in the past 3 seasons. This has

led to great feedback on the improvements, however progress was limited for many reasons, mostly due to the
lack of appropriate machinery. Nearly 18 months ago the club were granted funding for machinery to support
the maintenance but have had to wait until the new lease was agreed to claim, the wait is now over and in the

coming days the club will be claiming down on the grant offered. More news to follow on this.

Mile Oak FC Club Secretary Karl Gillingham had this to say, “This new agreement is a long time coming for me
and the club, watching from the sides for the first 2 years, I took on the discussions with the council 9 months
ago and I’m over the moon an agreement has finally been signed. I’d like to thank the chairman Phil Brotherton

and Treasurer Cliff Payn for their support with the project. I’m not the easiest to work with when things don’t
move as quickly as I like, so I would like to recognise their patience. I’d also like to thank the team at Brighton &

Hove Council and City Parks who have helped conclude this agreement and for their support over the years
and for future years to come. This Agreement secures our future, with Mile Oak Recreation Ground the home

to over 20 Youth sides, Men’s and Women’s sides for the next 25 years.

Whilst this project comes to a close, it is very much now the beginning of new opportunities and possibilities
for the club”

Karl Gillingham
Mile Oak FC Secretary


